HIS Executive Board Minutes 2017/02/28

Minutes of the 2016-2017 HIS Executive Board Meeting #4
2017 February 28 (Tuesday) 19:00 @ HIS
Members present: Neil Cooke (principal), Karen Katayama, John Lazirko, Barry Mernin (Niseko
Administrator, via Skype), Teiji Midorikawa, Shoji Mitarai (auditor), Paul Nikel, Barry Ratzliff, Philip
Seaton, Justin Tull, and David Wakabayashi.
Members absent: Alan Bossaer, Phred Kaufman (auditor).
Guests present:
Quorum: Can have meeting without a quorum but cannot vote on anything. Email voting must be
sent before the meeting starts to be counted as present. A quorum consists of 2/3 or 6 members.

1. Call meeting to order
Nikel called the meeting to order at 19:00. We have a quorum (10 voting members).

2. Approve agenda (2017-02-16_HIS_Executive_Board_Agenda.pdf)
The agenda was approved (agenda was carried over from the meeting scheduled for 16
February).

3. Approve and sign minutes of 2016 November 25 Meeting
Minutes approved and signed.

☑︎ Check that all minutes from September 2016 to present have been signed by those
members who were present.

4. Chairperson’s Report
File: (no file)
We will have frank discussion on some current issues during executive session at the end of the
meeting.

5. Head of School’s Report
Files: (2017-02-16_5_Head.pdf)
Head of School Report to the Executive Board
02 / 15 / 2017
Enrolment: HIS current enrolment: 195 // Niseko Enrolment 21
Note on the HoS Report: As always, I am writing my report by using the outline of our WASC
Accreditation Manual. This time it includes a new section, Category F: Boarding Program, reflecting
recent updates to the accreditation manual. (Category E will not be included in our accreditation
process as this is the China Context ). The changes in the WASC criteria introduces new aspects to
consider and will entail the school addressing some aspects of the dorm programs through the lens
now provided. WASC does not compel schools to address every criteria nor react immediately to newly
added aspects.
In spring semester, Principal Cooke, as WASC Site Coordinator, will be establishing the membership of
the WASC Leadership Team. The core of the team will be formed by the current membership of the
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Curriculum Committee and include additional parent and (a) board member(s). As was explained in
September, we would ask that EB members consider joining the WASC Leadership Team in preparation
for our WASC Self Study year (2017 ~ 2018) and accreditation visit in the spring of 2018. I would ask
that time be given in today’s meeting to consider one or two members for this role.

Organization for Student Learning:
A1. School Purpose
• WASC Indicator: Purpose, Schoolwide Learner Outcomes, and Profile Data - The student/
community profile data and identified global competencies have impacted the development of the
school’s vision, mission, and schoolwide learning outcomes.
• Comments - As the school’s Student / Community Profile is developed for this school year, using the
WASC process, I believe it is timely for the EB to review it’s Strategic Policies and consider whether any
adjustments or changes are necessary in light of that profile.
• Discussion / Future Decision - A general discussion should focus on the Strategic Policies and Plan
and consider any changes that should be considered with the aim of concluding any changes before
the end of the school year.
• WASC Indicator: Consistency of Purpose, Schoolwide Learner Outcomes, and Program There is a strong degree of consistency between the school core values, vision, mission, the HUSKiES,
and the school program that reflects the school’s explanation of global competencies.
• Comments - Current work being achieved across the school are more effectively creating the
consistency of purpose to school program:
• standards-based grading approach
• adoption of the online ALMA school administration software
• Character Development Graduation Portfolio (a.k.a. Husky Project)
• embedding Service Learning as a thread of the learning experience across the school
A2 Governance
• WASC Indicator: The governing authority (a) adopts policies which are consistent with the school’s
mission and vision and support the achievement of the schoolwide learner outcomes (HUSKIES), (b)
delegates implementation of these policies to the professional staff, and (c) monitors results.
• Comments / Decision - The school calendar for 2017 ~ 18 has been drafted by Joe Tomasine after
input from the Curriculum Committee, key teachers, and vetted by teachers at the Full Faculty and
Secondary School Team meetings. The proposed calendar in the EB packet will be presented at our
meeting with a request for passage.

A3 School Leadership
• WASC Indicator: The school leadership has processes and procedures for involving staff in shared
responsibility, collaborative structure and actions, and accountability to focus ongoing learning and
teaching in a global environment.
• Comments - I have asked Justin Gambino to assume the role of Instructional Coach to
support the professional staff, particularly those who are newer to teaching. Mr. Gambino’s
experience and approachability make him ideal for the role.
• Comments - Mr. Sim will assume the role of IPC Coordinator from 2017 ~ 18 and
automatically joins the Curriculum Committee in that capacity. I look forward to having Mr. Sim’s
input and experience on the committee.
• Comments - Mrs. Shibuya retains her place on the Curriculum Committee under her postretirement role at the school, allowing her to continue to contribute from her years of
experience.
A4 Staff
•WASC Indicator - The school leadership and staff are qualified for their assigned responsibilities.
• Comments - Hiring is largely concluded for the 2017 ~ 18 school year. The following staff have signed
two-year contracts starting from August 1:
• Tanya Dechodomphan: Early Years - Tanya is a product of international schools, having been
educated at the well known Ruamrudee International School (Thailand). She completed her BA
and Master’s degrees in education at the College of New Jersey before returning to Thailand
(2012) as a founding member of First Steps International School of Bangkok where she also
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assumed the role of Curriculum Coordinator. Well read and knowledgeable in EY education, she
impressed all of us who interviewed her and we feel she is the best individual to support
continued development of our Reggio-style program.
• Mariano Alonso: Physical Education - Mr. Alonso comes from a professional football (soccer)
background in his home country of Argentina. After his soccer career he completed a degree in
physical education before relocating to the United States where he has coached and taught
physical education.
• Anna Alonso: Dormitory Coordinator - Anna is an experienced and highly qualified classroom
and resource teacher who will assume the care of the dormitory with her husband, Mariano.
• All candidates come with solid recommendations (and a sense of regretted loss) from their current
employees. I am exceptionally pleased with the quality of the incoming professional staff.
• WASC Indicator: Maximum Use of Staff Expertise - The school has a process to assign staff
members and provide appropriate orientation for all assignments.
• Comments - The departure of Ms. Ishino, (Hawaii return) left the business support position open. At
the request of Ms. Abe, she will assume the business office support position, and Hirotake Tawaraya
will assume the administrative assistant position for the school. Both Ms. Abe and Mr. Tawaraya,
complete in-house training sessions with current position holders. I appreciate the collaboration and
cooperation being shown by all.
• WASC Indicator: Support of Professional Development - The school effectively supports
professional development/learning with time, personnel, material, and fiscal resources to facilitate all
student achievement of the [HUSKIES]. Teachers are involved in experiences such as, visits,
exchanges, and professional development to strengthen their understanding of global competencies.
• Comments - This season has had many PD opportunities of value to the school. The following
teachers have/will benefit from these PD opportunities:
• Virginia Rojas Workshop (Feb 16 ~ 17) - Claire Yao is attending this ESL focused workshop in
order to blend the WIDA framework with the mainstream integration strategies that are central to
the work of Ms. Rojas, one of the ESL world’s leading voices and practitioners.
• Effective Instructional Strategies for the Instructional Leader (Feb. 18 ~ 29) - Justin Gambino
is attending to prepare him for his 2017 ~ 18 role as Instructional Coach.
• Leading the IPC (Feb 23 ~ 24) - Eugene Sim will be attending this training as he prepares to
take over the role of IPC Coordinator from Peggy Shibuya.
• SENIA - Special Educational Network in Asia Conference (Feb 9 ~ 11) - Barry Ratzliff - I am
attending the conference (from a leadership perspective) to understand and network on behalf
of HIS to know how best to meet special learning needs at a time when many international
schools are opening their doors to unique learners.
A5 School Environment
• WASC Indicator: Caring, Concern, High Expectations - The school demonstrates caring, concern,
and high expectations for students in an environment that honours individual and cultural differences.
• Comments - Student Council is preparing a Mental Health Awareness Week. School administration
has put SC in touch with professionals and ordered materials from TELL Tokyo for distribution. // The
school continues to liaise with counselling services to meet the needs. We are pleased with the small
but growing number of options available to us.
• I attended a local child abuse Prevention Seminar hosted by the Sapporo Child Consultation Centre
児童相談所 and learned of the new hotline number, “189” that puts us in contact with local authorities in
the event of suspected abuse. Further details were provided for the process to report abuse. The Child
Protection Committee of the school also created a document in December for staff to report abuse and
initiate the process for follow up.
A6 Student Progress
• WASC Indicator: Reporting Student Progress - There are effective processes to inform the board,
parents, and other stakeholders about student progress toward achieving the academic standards and
the HUSKIES.
• Comments - The transition to ALMA and a standards-based reporting system, will provide ample
evidence of achieving all standards in a format that reflects current educational thought / research. The
work of the development team is to be commended.
• WASC Indicator: Monitoring of Student Growth - The school has an effective system to monitor all
students’ progress toward meeting the academic and schoolwide learner outcomes.
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• Comments - (see above note)
• WASC Indicator: Modifications Based on Assessment Results - The school uses assessment
results to make changes in the school program, professional development activities, and resource
allocations demonstrating a results-driven continuous process.
• Comments / Future Discussion - International schools are increasingly opening their doors to a
wider range of learning needs. The EB should have a future discussion, and establish a Strategic Goal
(as part of it’s Strategic Plan) that reflects the Board’s willingness and ability to to support differing
learning needs within the context of an era of greater openness.
A7 School Improvement
• WASC Indicator: Broad-Based and Collaborative - The school’s planning process is broad-based,
collaborative, and has commitment of the stakeholders, including the staff, students and parents.
• Comments / Discussion & Consensus Decision - This indicator is in direct references to the WASC
Self-Study Process, which Neil is now putting into action in the lead up to the WASC visit of April 2016.
The plan calls for a widely representative WASC Leadership Team of which we would like to ask one
EB member to join.
Curriculum, Instruction and Assessment
B1 What Students Learn
• WASC Indicator: Current Educational Research and Thinking - The school provides a
comprehensive and sequential documented international curriculum… The curriculum is modified as
needed to address… the needs of all students.
• Comments - In response to leadership’s desire to incorporate greater choice in academics, we have
taken the first steps towards the AP Capstone Program. First, Mr. Pangier accepted teaching the first of
the Capstone courses for next school year. Second, application was made on Jan. 21 to become an AP
Capstone school. The school received notification that the application was accepted on Feb. 3.
B2 How Students Learn
• WASC Indicator: Professional Development - The school uses ongoing professional development
to enhance the curriculum and improve student learning and teaching. This includes learning through
worldwide partnerships with other teachers and schools.
• Comments - Aside from other PD opportunities listed elsewhere, in relation to the Capstone Program,
Mr. Pangier will be attending Capstone training over the summer in support of this new component of
the school.
• WASC Indicator: Student Use of Resources - Students use resources for learning beyond the limits
of the textbook such as effective use of collaborative activities, technology, library/media resources and
community resources and information from various cultures and languages.
• Comments - Membership as an AP Capstone requires HIS to have an online database of resources.
Principal Cooke is currently reviewing databases for best choices. During the budget process I will be
ensuring that increases are made in the appropriate library funding category to support of the addition.
B3 Assessment
• WASC Indicator: Basis for Determination of Performance Levels - The school staff has
determined the basis upon which students’ grades and their growth and performance levels are
determined.
• Comments - This work is indicated elsewhere, however, when I join the conversations to establish a
the standards-based grading practices for the SS, I am always impressed with the high degree of
professional thought being brought to the process and the resulting level of quality being realized in
draft standards-based report cards.
Support for Student Personal and Academic Growth
C1 Student Connectedness
• WASC Indicator: Adequate Personalized Support - The school has available adequate services,
including referral services, to support all students in such areas as health, career and personal
counselling, and academic assistance.
• Comments - Our location does result in a struggle to find adequate emotional support services,
however, I was recently introduced to a UK professional who married and relocated to Sapporo. His
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crisis and eating disorder counselling experience could be of benefit to our community. He agreed to
accept the invitation of our student council to speak during Mental Health Awareness week.
• On January 26 I met with Mr. Jonathan Kohl who is working to establish a psycho-educational
services in Kobe for bilingual and English contexts. Having the early contact may be of help in the
future as the organization becomes established and gives us an alternative to TELL (Tokyo) services
which have been the main referral place among international schools in Japan.
• WASC Indicator: Strategies Used for Student Growth/Development - Strategies are used by the
school leadership and staff to develop personalized approaches to learning and alternative instructional
options.
• Comments (1) Teachers Erickson, Piazza, Pangier and Aseltine have been working closely with
school administration on the standards-based assessment approach that the school is shifting to. This
will in part allow HIS to better address this criterion. (2) SENIA Conference - I am attending the SENIA
Conference at YIS (Feb. 9 ~11) to better connect to this professional network and learn more about how
to accommodate for the needs of unique learners.
C2 Parent/Community Involvement
• WASC Indicator: Regular Parent Involvement - The school implements strategies and processes
for the regular involvement of parents and the community, including being active partners in the
learning/teaching process for all programs.
• Comments - The school and participating teachers, will host a Parent Coffee morning in April to
explain further, the latest developments towards standards-based assessing and reporting.

Resource Management and Development
D1 Resources Criterion
• WASC Indicator - The school’s facilities are adequate, safe, functional, and well-maintained and
support the school’s mission, desired learner goals, and educational program.
• Comments / Discussion / Decisions - This school year has ‘tested’ the limits of the criterion. The
HIS building is constraining the growth of program and meeting student needs and the EB will need to
consider several aspects of resource planning and expansion as they relate to:
• Building & Grounds Committee - Please refer to the committee’s minutes of January 18 and to
the rough draft plans for both the school building expansion and dormitory draft plans. We must
also consider the long-range plan for the school building and it’s maintenance, which were
included in today’s packet.
• Niseko Committee - Our decisions above depend upon plans for moving forward with Niseko.
Please refer to the Niseko Committee minutes of January 30.
Comments
/ Discussion - The EB should consider plans for the future of the school’s bus routes.
•
• WASC Indicator - Well-Qualified Staff - Resources are available to enable the hiring, nurturing, and
ongoing professional development of a well-qualified staff for all programs.
• Comments - Please refer to above hiring decisions and PD allocation/decisions.
D2 Resource Planning
• WASC Indicator: Long-range Resource Plan - The school has developed and implemented a longrange resource plan. The school has a process for regular examination of this plan etc.
• Comments - Please refer to the committee and school decisions noted under D1.
• WASC Indicator: Involvement of Stakeholders - Stakeholders are involved in the future planning.
• Comments / Decision - This indicator is in part a reference to involvement of the EB in the WASC
review process. As the WASC Site Coordinator for the 2018 WASC Focus on Learning Self Study
accreditation process, Neil Cooke has been coordinating, preparing and organizing each aspect of the
school into information-gathering and writing teams that are based upon the WASC categories that you
are familiar with through the head of school reports. Today we are asking the EB to select two members
of the Board to sit on the WASC Leadership Team.
Boarding Program
[This section incorporates an updated WSAC Handbook section for boarding schools. The below
criteria are reflected in simple bullet points. I will not comments on these until my next report, however, I
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add them here so that you have an opportunity to become familiar with the criteria by which we will be
reviewed in the future. It will become an ongoing of reporting area for school administration.]
F1. School Boarding Program
The school’s boarding program embraces the school’s purpose, complements the school’s program,
and enhances the personal and academic growth of the students.
• The boarding program embraces the school’s vision, mission, and supports student
achievement of the schoolwide learner outcomes (the HUSKIES)
• There is a body that holds the boarding program accountable to goals, policies, and
procedures that are well-documented and aligned with the school’s mission, vision, and the
HUSKIES. There is a well-established appears process related to decisions made related to
students in the boarding program.
• There is evidence of full support and understanding by the governing authority, leadership,
teachers, staff, students, parents, guardians, and community of the expectations of the
boarding program.
• The implementation of operational procedures and systems support the goals of the
boarding program and include specific health and safety boarding expectations.
• The staff members of the boarding program are qualified for their roles and responsibilities
with the maturity, character, skills, knowledge, and experience appropriate to the age and
needs of the boarders to ensure a safe, healthy, and nurturing environment.
• There is an ongoing supervision, evaluation, and professional learning process for all
boarding staff.
• There is support of the needs of all staff members of the boarding staff to ensure they can
address the goals of the program.
• The culture of the boarding program is responsive to and respectful of the diversity and
personal and academic needs of the students.
• The staff of the boarding program works closely and communicates regularly with the
parents and/or guardians regarding all aspects to support the students who are boarding.
This includes clear expectations and monitoring for those under guardianship or legal
authority of the school.
• There is a well-planned program of academic and personal support that is integral to the
program for the day students and overall supports the school’s mission, vision, and
schoolwide learner outcomes. This includes the boarding staff’s responsibility to
communicate with teachers and to provide emotional support through counselling and/or
advocate support.
• There is a process for ongoing evaluation of all aspects of the boarding program in relation
to the school’s purpose; this evaluation supports staff implementation of a well-developed
short- and long-range plan.
• The functioning boarding facilities are regularly assessed based on the school’s purpose,
specifically in the following areas: the ratio of staff to students; the number of students per
adequate individual living quarters; and the basic services such as medical support, laundry,
meals, transport, technology etc.
Personal
• I am scheduled to attend a Counsellors Training Centre course over the summer.
• I am again scheduled for a WASC Accreditation visit in April.
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Head of School Goals for 2016-17
(1) Arrange for professional development opportunities and lead faculty curricular explorations that will support
the curriculum committee towards the goal of developing a K~12 service-learning (leadership) program.
• Aligns to goal # 3 of the Branding Goals / Aligns to a 2013 goal set by this administration
• Aligns to the overall branding goal of becoming a centre for leadership development
• (Guest Consultant, Mr. Craig Coutts, & his Service Learning coordinator confirmed for Nov. 23 PD Day)
• (After consultation w/ Mr. Coutts and discussion at the Curriculum Committee, the school purchased the
professional development reading text, The School Manual for Service Learning for all instructional staff
to support understandings ahead of our PD day.)
• Successful Completion of the Nov. 23 Service Learning PD day w/ attendance by teachers and
students.
• Curriculum Committee follow up meeting & creation of a template to support teachers in developing SL
experiences that would appropriately meet newly developed criteria. (Dec 2016)
(2) Support the ongoing work of trained Lesson Study facilitators by committing time and financial resources so
that HIS can continue implementing Lesson Study as the main professional learning community protocol for
the instructional staff.
• (Wednesday morning collaboration time committed to the Lesson Study team to discuss ongoing
implementation of LS)
• (An entire PD day - Nov. 4 - was dedicated to Lesson Study. The four LS Facilitators made the decision
to move forward with the next step in the process without “skipping” an interim step as had been
considered. Facilitators also proposed and approved changes to the make-up of their teams. I also
supported the suggestion that Barry M. be brought in to facilitate a team in Niseko to more effectively
better the use of LS in the Niseko context.)
• (Discussion time allotted for LS. Admin received a proposal to embed ongoing LS discussions
throughout next year’s Wednesday Late Start curricular time. LS was planned into next school’s
calendar at Jan 31 CC meeting)
(3) Arrange the financial and other resources needed to support the second of three stages for implementation
of standards-based assessing K~12. (Protocol and procedural development / Administrative software adoption
and Rubric creation)
• Incorporates Goal 2 of the Branding Study
•(Addressed: Mr. Neil Cooke used some of his time at the Principal’s Training Centre to research best
school management systems that would allow us to adopt a new school management system to support
this change. Mr. Cooke has recommended, ALMA to replace PowerSchool. Thanks to the Board’s
approval of surplus redistributions and to the resulting approval of the revised budget today, HIS will be
able to move forward into using ALMA and leave behind PowerSchool, which remained an obstacle to
achieving this goal.)
• (Discussion begun with office staff for the financial and staged data entry planning needed to implement
ALMA.)
• January & February training time scheduled with instructional coverage for Pangier & Piazza, along with
administration.
(4) With input from the professional staff, clarify expectations for teacher participation in after school and major
school events.
• Aligns to goal # 4 of the Branding Work
• (Fully Addressed: New expectations made during Orientation Week at the start of the school year. See
relating comments above.)
• (In stark contrast to last year, perhaps the most notable change resulting from the above earlier work
came in the amicable participation of teachers at the Fall Festival this school year. Mr. Cooke was able to
assign teachers to various needed roles and teachers came, as was expected, prepared to put in a full
days work to support our largest annual event. The difference was clearly noted by the PTA in their post
FF PTA meeting where teachers were noted as being consistently helpful.)
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Head of School Goals for 2016-17
(5) With the input of the Building and Grounds Committee of the Executive Board, continue to expand the
present dormitory program through participation in further recruiting fairs and the development of relationships
with potential recruiting agents. This work comes with the intent of laying the groundwork towards a more
robust dormitory program and extended, upgraded facilities.
• (Partially Addressed: First meeting of the Building and Grounds Committee called for October 4 by the
HoS).
• (At October break, I met with Mark Hsu for a second round of conversations on how he could support
the school as a recruiter. He is open to meeting with the marketing & Branding Committee at their next
meeting.)
• The Building and Grounds Committee met to review draft plans for the building and

(6) Arrange the financial and other resources needed to create a College Board and AP Capstone Program
Coordinator to improve the program on offer in our high school.
• A long-standing goal of this administration
• (School administration has met to consider how best to expand and hire for this program. The school
has approached one staff on creation of an additional AP course that would initiate stage one of
adopting the AP Capstone Program.)
• (School administration has used openings in positions to create a combined library/AP course position
that would allow HIS to expand it’s course offerings and move a step into offering the AP Capstone
Program. The goal would be to complete the process in 2017 ~ 2018.)
• (I am in conversations with a current teacher to see how to best fit first of the AP Capstone courses into
the schedule for next school year.)
• (Mr. Pangier accepted the role to teach the first AP Capstone course - December. Application is made Jan 21, 2017 and acceptance received, Jan 3, 2017).
• (AP Capstone Training approval granted to Mr. Pangier for the summer of 2017)
• (Online database membership being explored / Financial resources to be prepared - Jan 2017)

6. Treasurer’s Report
File: (no file)
No questions raised.

7. Principal’s Report
File: (2017-02-16_6_Principal.pdf)
No questions raised.

8. School Calendar for 2017-2018
File: (2017-02-16_12_2017-18Calendar.pdf)
Decision
❖ Nikel proposed a motion to approve the calendar as presented. Tull seconded the
motion.
❖ The motion passed. All in agreement.
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9. Planning Time-line Approval - B&G Committee Time-line Approval
File: (2017-02-16_9_B&GMin-Dec2016.pdf, 2017-02-16_9_B&GMin-Jan18_2017.pdf,
2017-02-16_9.1_Dorm2Variation1.pdf, 2017-02-16_9.2_Dorm2Vairation2.pdf)
Questions were raised about the projected student numbers, costs, and space requirements of the
proposed new dormitory and school building wing. The Board also agreed on the need to get the
planning process in motion.
Decision
❖ Wakabayashi proposed a motion that the Executive Board authorise the Building and
Grounds Committee to approach architects who will draft architectural plans and budgets
for the new dormitory and annex. The plans will be discussed at the Executive Board
meeting in April. Lazirko seconded the motion.
❖ The motion passed. All in agreement.

10. Niseko Committee Recommendations Approval
File: (2017-02-16_7_Niseko.pdf)
The Board discussed the report of the Niseko Committee (January 30). The report proposes
eventual unification of fees for HIS Niseko and HIS Sapporo. This is a big increase for students but
it is important for HIS Niseko to break even. Services have increased since the opening, so a fee
raise is justifiable. The Committee will continue to investigate other possible actions and plan to
discuss further with local government and stakeholders in Niseko town.
There was concern that a fee raise might lead some students to quit. A loss of 1 or 2 initially was
deemed possible. The possibility of financial assistance was discussed.
The Board recognises the need for a commitment to HIS Niseko in order to ensure long term
confidence. Niseko is very reasonable compared to other international schools. There might also
be a sense that paying more makes parents feel what they are getting is of value, particularly since
HIS Niseko is very reasonably priced compared to other international schools.
Parent surveys shows the school has many strong points but some room for improvement on
explanation of curriculum etc. HIS needs to find ways to make the parents aware of the financial
situation without changing the attitudes towards to the educational service they get. A meeting will
be set up opportunity to discuss the proposed fee increase with the PTA.
Decision
❖ Tull proposed a motion for a fee increase for HIS Niseko of half the difference between
the Niseko fees for AY 2016-7 and the Sapporo fees for AY2017-8. The fee increase will be
explained to HIS Niseko parents at a meeting before the end of April 2017. Seaton
seconded the motion.
❖ The motion passed. All in agreement.

The Board also agreed to revisit HIS Niseko finances by February 2018.
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10. HIS Strategic Policies and Plans
Files: (2017-02-16_5.1_ExB_StrategicPolicies(May2014).pdf, 2017-02-16_5.2_LongRange.pdf)
Discussion postponed.

11. EB WASC Leadership Team Membership Approval
File: (no file)
Nikel agreed to be the member.

12. Bus Routes Decision
Files: (no file)
The Fukuzumi bus route is no longer viable due to small student numbers. Discussion on a
resolution postponed until next time.

13. Future Meeting Schedule
#5
#6
#7
#8

Wednesday March 15 @19:00
Wednesday April 12 @19:00
TBC
Wednesday June 7@19:00

14. Time and Place of Next Meeting
March 15, 2017, 19:00.

18. Adjourn Meeting
❖ Nikel moved to adjourn the meeting at 21:30. The motion was approved.

_____________________________________________________________
Minutes by Philip Seaton (February 28, 2017)
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